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Signs on a fence in the construction zone for Greenwich High School music instruction space and auditorium project at the
school, Tuesday afternoon, July 16, 2013. Photo: Bob Luckey Buy this photo

 

GREENWICH -- At least two years before PCBs
and other toxins were found at Greenwich High
School in 2011, the town had compelling
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evidence that something foul was lurking
underground there.

Yet no one probed the suspicious soil or
investigated further, even as students in one of
the wealthiest communities in the nation
continued to play sports on the lush athletic
fields where layers of dangerous contaminants
were hidden just inches below the turf in
some areas.

A Hearst Connecticut Media review of hundreds
of documents found that the town's own
consultant discovered "little cinders" and other
debris underground during soil stability tests
there in 2009, solid evidence of burned material
-- not the clean fill that should have
been present.

But officials never tested the dirt or looked any
further until a backhoe operator digging a ditch
for a new $46 million Music Instructional Space

and Auditorium in 2011 -- a full two years after the cinders were detected -- brought up scoops
of oily, acrid-smelling muck.

Environmental testing confirmed the dirt was heavily contaminated with PCBs and other
federally regulated cancer-causing toxins, including arsenic, lead, chromium and a mixture of
hydrocarbons used in crude oil. The town fenced off areas where the dirt was exposed, posted
hazardous materials signs and temporarily closed all athletic fields.

But documents show the town knew -- or should have known -- its high school property had
been filled in with suspect materials nearly a half-century ago, and that it was likely the soil
came from two highly contaminated sources: a former Greenwich garbage incinerator and the
coal-fired Cos Cob Power Plant.

"That stuff was bad," said Phillip Chimbolo, an eyewitness who watched in the late 1960s as a
convoy of trucks from the incinerator and power plant dumped tons of black ash at the school
site. "It should have never been used."

"Back then, they burned everything in the incinerator," Chimbolo said. "If it didn't burn, they
just dumped it on top. Who gave them permission to use it, I have no idea."

Toxic red flag

The public record includes a Greenwich official who told the town during a meeting in 1973
that at least 28,000 tons of contaminated ash from the town's former incinerator on Holly Hill
Lane was hauled to the high school property and used as fill, the Hearst investigation found.

In a 2013 report, AECOM, Greenwich's environmental consultant, said Greenwich historical
records showed the fill was "provided by the town" back in the late 1960s; AECOM concluded
the fill was the source of the contamination.

Meanwhile, for more than 20 years, the engineering company hired by the schools, Rocco
D'Andrea Inc., of Greenwich, surveyed the property and participated in building athletic fields
and other projects, but never noticed anything amiss in the soil.

Greenwich First Selectman Peter Tesei said he stands by the decisions of town and school
officials, including not testing soil before PCBs and other toxins were discovered in 2011.
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"I believe the town and school administration have acted responsibly since the recent matters
were identified," Tesei said. "Everyone was surprised."

Greenwich plans to clean up its contaminated high school property. The estimated $17 million
price tag for the work will cancel summer school and close athletic fields for years as dirt from
the MISA project footprint is disposed of in a certified landfill.

The current plan avoids a worst-case $146 million bill for removing all underground
contamination. But state environmental regulators are already slowing down the town, saying
remediation may take four years, not the two years officials had hoped.
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